USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10203.15

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
THE USS GENEVA ENGINEERING TEAM HAS CONVERTED THE ODD FORM OF DILITHIUM CRYSTALS INTO A POWER SOURCE AND THE SHIP IS PREPARING TO LIFT OFF THE STRANGE PLANET
CO_Tucker says:
::Enters the bridge and quickly takes his seat::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::In sickbay on a Biobed out cold::
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishing the conversion tables ::
CSO_Shras says:
:: getting ready for lift off at his station ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows CO onto bridge::
CO_Tucker says:
*EO*: How do things check out down there Chapu?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::takes her place at the engineering station in engineering.::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO: T'Obea, go over to the Warp Stability station and give me the readings there.
MO_Cailand says:
::stands at a console, monitoring the vitals of the CTO, thoroughly peeved at what has just taken place. The ignorance of this place..... She desperately needs the counsel of Relak and Kiar....::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Sure thing.  ::walks over to the station. ::  EO: Ready?
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*:  I figure about 20 minutes ago, Captain.  I'm giving it all my best, sir.
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO: Go ahead, T'Obea.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::reads:: EO: 12.34, 14.56, and 20.32
AFCO_Scott says:
::checks over the helm settings just to be sure they're all set::
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Keep me informed as propulsion comes back on line.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Aye sir, right away.
EO_Chapu says:
:: enters the readings into the formula, then checks on another screen ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::looks over at him:: EO: Does it look good?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::does a quick calculation in her head::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO: Yea, I'm getting everything squared :: goes around the center console and does some calculations & modifications::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Watches as crew prepares to take us off this rock::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::moves over to check something else:: EO: It's all green here.
CMO_Tunik says:
::proceeds to sickbay::
AFCO_Scott says:
::continues to check her systems hoping to see the panel turn green soon::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO : Keep an eye on those.  I'm think they will drop any moment.
MO_Cailand says:
::is absolutely fuming, but being successful in keeping her exterior coolness... the nerve...::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: I will set the computer to alarm us if it drops below acceptable levels.
CO_Tucker says:
::Shifts anxiously in his seat::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Feels the tension on the ship::
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues on his modifications, almost ignoring T'Obea ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::goes check another console::  EO: Hum.. Looks like the matrix is a little out of alignment.   ::quickly corrects it::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Well.. It looks like you got everything under control here.. I'm going to the bridge to monitor the take off from there.
EO_Chapu says:
:: As the ACEO re-aligns the matrix, there is an alarm going off over at her station ::
AFCO_Scott says:
*ACEO*: Engineering, any time frame on getting propulsion back up?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::nods around her::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*AFCO*: Uh...  looks like there's a bit of a gotcha down here... give me 2 minutes.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::shuts off the alarm and blinks::  EO: Now that was weird.
EO_Chapu says:
:: glances around, then runs over to her station and de-aligns the matrix ::
AFCO_Scott says:
*ACEO*: Helm standing by.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::shakes her head:: EO: Like I said, Lt.  You have engineering.
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO :  T'Obea, don't re-align the Matrix until further notice.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::has already exited engineering and doesn't hear Chapu`::
AFCO_Scott says:
::taps her fingers on the side of her console impatiently::
CO_Tucker says:
::Begins nervously patting his leg to some tune he can't quite remember::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*AFCO*: Understood.  I'm on my way up to the bridge, now.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enter sickbay and walks to MO:: MO: Hello Ensign.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Tosses a little but other wise remains out cold::
MO_Cailand says:
::glances up:: CMO: Doctor. I am pleased to see you return in good health.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::steps into the TL:: TL: Bridge.  ::puts her hands behind her and hums a little as the TL takes her to the top.::
EO_Chapu says:
:: returns to the central console and resumes the modifications between all the screens there and his PADD in his hand ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is in anticipation of lift off, gets an adrenaline rush out of it::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: You expected me to be injured?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::steps off the TL and steps onto the bridge and quietly walks over to engineering station and takes a sit::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::activates the station with her command codes::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: Lt. Chapu`, are we ready to begin?  ::looks around the bridge::  This crew is anxious to get underway.
AFCO_Scott says:
::watches as the ACEO brings up her display::
MO_Cailand says:
CMO: Not at all, however on some Away Missions, injuries are more apt to occur.....::mentally slaps herself for letting her betazoid side influence her actions::
CO_Tucker says:
::Notices ACEO enter the bridge::  ACEO: Report!
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  I am too, but I won't be ready for another 5 minutes
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::scratches her bald head, and suddenly jumps up to AA::  CO: Engineering is reporting green, sir.  We are going over systems one last time....  ::pauses and listens to the report from Chapu`::  Another 5 minutes would do, sir.
XO_Eden says:
::Walks onto the bridge with departmental reports in hand::
EO_Chapu says:
*AFCO*:  Engineering to FCO.
AFCO_Scott says:
*EO*: Scott here, Go ahead.
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO: Very good, I am anxious to get underway.
EO_Chapu says:
*AFCO*:  How are your readings up there?
XO_Eden says:
::Goes and sits in her seat:: CO: Blue Alert sir?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Aye captain.  As am I... as with all of us.  ::smiles a little and takes her seat again::
AFCO_Scott says:
*EO*: Things look good so far but I'm still showing yellow on the impulse systems.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::taps foot impatiently as her console slowly powers up.::
EO_Chapu says:
:: runs through the impulse systems and makes some modifications ::
AFCO_Scott says:
::fiddles with her controls::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to toss as if fighting with something or some one, but still remains out cold::
AFCO_Scott says:
::smiles as she gets a green signal:: *EO*: I don't know what you did, but I'm reading all green here now.
EO_Chapu says:
*AFCO*:  Thanks for the confirmation.
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*:  Engineering to Captain.
MO_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CTO, and picks up a medical tricorder, moving in his direction..... She’ll fill in the CMO, when she's regained complete control of her tongue::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::taps her console, reading green from engineering.::
EO_Chapu says:
ENG: Ready yourselves for Blue Alert, people.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Captain, helm is reading all green across the board sir.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Captain, we're ready to get underway.
CO_Tucker says:
ALL: Blue Alert!
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Get us off this rock.
AFCO_Scott says:
::powers up thrusters:: CO: Powering thrusters sir.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::feels funny how everyone suddenly looks blue because of the flashing lights.... of course.. She’s blue... so.. She just becomes.. Bluer::
EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the Blue Alert sounding; guesses he has heard from the AFCO or the ACEO ::
XO_Eden says:
*Ship-Wide*: All hands ready stations for Blue Alert.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::presses the blue button to activate the blue alert for engineering.::  *EO*: Blue alert activated.
CSO_Shras says:
:: The sound of blue alerts takes him back to reality ::
MO_Cailand says:
::hears the blue alert announcement, and follows suit with the other medical staff in preparation::
EO_Chapu says:
:: re-configures the power flow ::
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Activating thrusters now......::hits the button::
AFCO_Scott says:
::feels the ship lift off::
CO_Tucker says:
::Feels the Geneva lurch as she begins to strain against the gravity of the planet::
EO_Chapu says:
:: boosts ship integrity for lift off and trip back into space ::
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Captain, we have lifted off. Taking us up to full thrusters.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Reconfiguring inertial dampeners to match standard settings...
CO_Tucker says:
::Acknowledges the AFCO and ACEO with a nod to each of them::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::fingers fly over her consoles, doing what she can to monitor and maintain environmental controls... leaving real engineering work to her engineers in engineering.::
AFCO_Scott says:
::taps the panel again:: CO: Full thrust sir, gaining altitude.
EO_Chapu says:
:: re-adjusts the Matrix as they re-deploy with real space ::
MO_Cailand says:
::wonders what exactly the readings on the console mean..... They show neural distress, but she is at a loss... ::
AFCO_Scott says:
::retracts all landing struts::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
AFCO: Looking good... ::grins sillily::
AFCO_Scott says:
OPS: I need more boost. Care to redirect some extra power to the engines?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
<OPS_Willobee> AFCO: Aye.  ::taps his console::  Rerouting backup power to engines.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Captain, moving to impulse. ::taps the console::
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE GENEVA DEPARTS THE ODD PLANET SURFACE AND RE-ENTERS SPACE, LONG RANGE SCANNERS INDICATE AN ION STORM APPROACHING AT HIGH VELOCITY
CNS_Bauer says:
::Start singing the song, in his head, of an old 20th century classic Bruce Springsteen's "Born to Run". As ship soars into space::
EO_Chapu says:
:: returns all systems to normal except for the integrity ::
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Sir, we have left the planet's atmosphere.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Sir.. I'm detecting an ion storm on long rang scanners...
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Good, I feel some relief about that.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Course and speed sir?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
<OPS_Willobee> CO: Aye.  It's approaching us at high velocity.  We will collide if we don't change course heading.
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO: What?  Well that shot that..... Shields up!
Host Bob_SM says:
THE ION STORM READINGS ARE VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL TO ONE OF THE TWO STORMS THAT RESULTED IN THE CURRENT SITUATION TO BEGIN WITH
XO_Eden says:
CSO: How are things looking out there Mr. Shras?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: That could be our door to home.....or else...
EO_Chapu says:
:: sees, on the sensors he has, that an ion storm is approaching ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: When we clear this area of space our own warp core will work again right?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::blinks at familiarity:: *EO*: Are you getting an ion storm from sensors as well?
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Let's try to ride this one out, just like the last time...
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: Does the configuration of the ion storm look familiar to you?
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: I wish I knew.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: I would recommend cutting power to engines.. That way, we'll go where the wind blows so to speak.. and not stress our systems.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Aye sir, going to full impulse.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: I suspect we can use the ion storm to return home, the tricky part being not to get destroyed by it in the meantime...
AFCO_Scott says:
::plots a course to skirt the storm if possible::
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  I'm readying it and . . . . ::gets some readings off of it :: . . . . The configurations are almost identical to the one we encountered before we got here.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: That’s what I thought.
XO_Eden says:
CSO: If we could find our way to the eye again like we did the first time, we have a chance...
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: try to find a calm in the storm, and put us in it.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: we can out run it if we warp out of here
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  T'Obea, are you thinking what I'm thinking?
AFCO_Scott says:
::looks at the Captain and raises an eyebrow:: CO: Yes sir.
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Only this time there is only one storm...
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: I'm not sure that I want to outrun it.  Do you want to stay here forever?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: Yup.  We're going to ride this one out instead of fighting it this time.. Prepare to minimize power output to the engines.  In the mean time, reroute power to shields and structural integrity.
AFCO_Scott says:
CSO: Cmdr., can you give me coordinates for a calm area if there is one where I can put the ship?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: of course not, but isn't it this storm that brought us here. Where would it bring us next if we stay?
AFCO_Scott says:
::waits for the figures::
EO_Chapu says:
:: minimizes all systems' powers and re-routes it all to the shields and ship integrity ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
AFCO: If this is the same storm as the last one we encountered... think of a hurricane.. Most likely in the middle.. The eye of the storm.
CSO_Shras says:
AFCO: Sending coordinates to the calmest spot.... near the center of the storm coincidently
CSO_Shras says:
ALL: Be prepared for a rough ride!
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: That is a chance I am willing to take.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I just thought getting away from here was a good idea
AFCO_Scott says:
CSO: Acknowledged, receiving them now.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Engineering standing by.
AFCO_Scott says:
::plots the course and engages::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm sure you will get us out of this.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: We're entering into the storm now.
AFCO_Scott says:
All: Hang on, this will be a rough ride.
EO_Chapu says:
ENG: Stand tight. . . . We need to get the Geneva through.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hangs on to rail in back of CO::
Host Bob_SM says:
LIKE BEFORE, THERE IS NOT JUST ONE STORM, BUT TWO STORMS MERGED INTO ONE
CO_Tucker says:
::Grabs the arms of his chair firmly as the ship begins to shake::
AFCO_Scott says:
::takes the Geneva into the storm::
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE GENEVA ENTERS, MASSIVE READINGS OFF THE SCALE MAKE SENSORS USELESS
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO: Take care of the shields and integrity fields, they will be demanded....
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Already on it, sir.
AFCO_Scott says:
::tries to navigate and stay in her seat at the same time::
XO_Eden says:
::Looks at the readings with a sense of deja vu:: Self: Here we go again.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets tossed against the restraining field that is keeping him in the Biobed as the ship enters the Ion Storm::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::grabs hold onto her console for balance:: CSO: I'm also monitoring the inertial dampening fields as well.
MO_Cailand says:
::braces herself, setting restraints in place on the patients::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Hangs onto the console, but his legs give out ::
AFCO_Scott says:
All: Thirty seconds to the calm... hang on
CNS_Bauer says:
::Shaken to floor behind CO just hangs on and sits and waits::
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets through off of the console and into the Warp Core ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::feels like a human story she had heard one time...  the "Wizard of Oz"... and how a girl named Dorothy was taken away by a hurricane and went on a strange adventure...  ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::feels very much like that Dorothy right now.::
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Entering the calm now sir.
CO_Tucker says:
::Feels the ship begin to shake more and more violently::
CO_Tucker says:
::Then it eases off::
EO_Chapu says:
:: hits and falls to the rail;  grabs and hangs tight ::
AFCO_Scott says:
::reduces speed:: CO: Reducing speed sir.
Host Bob_SM says:
MASSIVE ENERGY PULSES ROCK THE SHIP
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::gets bounced and jolted in her seat::  CSO/XO/CO: It's no use.. IDF can't compensate.'
Host Bob_SM says:
SUDDENLY, SEVERAL SHARP FLASHES PULSE, AS IF CHANGING FROM POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hangs on to rail post on floor lowers his head::
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: keep us here, nice and steady.  ::Then gets thrown out of his seat by an Energy pulse::
AFCO_Scott says:
::grips the console:: CO: Aye sir, I'm trying to.
MO_Cailand says:
::continues to brace herself, her superb coordination and balance allowing her to maintain it easier than others.... thanks be to ice-skating...::
EO_Chapu says:
:: pulls himself up and over, but the ship keeps jerking to much and keeps him hanging;  even footing doesn't stay ::
CO_Tucker says:
::Pulls his way up off the floor and back into his chair::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looses hold and slides across floor scrambles back to rail::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to toss against the restraints and shudders as the ship is hit by the pulse::
XO_Eden says:
::Jerks violently forward in her seat wishing Starfleet would put in seatbelts just for emergencies::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: Hang on.. We’re almost through.  Is there any way.... never mind.
AFCO_Scott says:
::looks back at the Captain:: CO: Sorry about that sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: I guess everybody is awake now
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: It's OK, your doing a fine job.....
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  :: continues to hang on while pulling himself up ::  No worry, At least I'm getting my pull-ups down.
AFCO_Scott says:
::keeps the Geneva as steady as she can::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts loosing his grip on the rail ::
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE GENEVA SURVIVES THE TWIN STORMS OF OPPOSITE NATURES, THE USS FELDMAN SUDDENLY FINDS THE USS GENEVA EMERGING
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: Understood.  We're in the eye of the storm now...  It should be smooth sailing for a bit.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stands up while he can::
USS_Feldman says:
@:: scans the storm and is surprised to find the missing federation ship.. Moves into intercept::
AFCO_Scott says:
::straightens up in her seat and let's out a long breath::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to try and get the upper hand with the creature that has somehow spirit him away from his friends and crew.  Mean while in reality he continues to toss against the restraints even more frantically::
Host Bob_SM says:
THE STORM (OR STORMS) PASS AND TRAVEL RAPIDLY AWAY FROM THE AREA
Host Bob_SM says:
ALL TRACES OFTHE STRANGE SOLAR SYSTEM AND THE ODD PLANET WITHIN IT ARE GONE
Host Bob_SM says:
AND ALL APPEARS TO BE NORMAL SPACE AND TIME ONCE AGAIN
USS_Feldman says:
@ COM: Geneva: This is the USS Feldman.. Do you read me?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: I have a ship on sensors......
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: They are hailing us.
CO_Tucker says:
::Hears the hail::
EO_Chapu says:
ENG: Someone get over here, please.  I'm . . . :: one hand completely looses the rail :: . . . I'm losing my grip.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: We're out... how are things down there?
Host Bob_SM says:
THE RULES OF PHYSICS HAVE RETURNED TO NORMAL AS WEL
CO_Tucker says:
COM: Feldman: Loud and clear.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Federation ship USS Feldman
ACEO_T`Obea says:
<EO_McDuff>::rushes up the ladder and grabs one of Chapu’s  hand::  EO: Sir.. What happened?
AFCO_Scott says:
::watches the readings turn back to normal::
MO_Cailand says:
::becomes alarmed at the CTO, and moves over to observe the sensors closer, now that the shaking has stopped::
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: We are clear of the storm.
USS_Feldman says:
@COM: Geneva: Captain.. We have been looking for you for days.. What’s your status?
EO_Chapu says:
:: He looks down as McDuff grabs his hand ::
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: That was fun. ::Readjusts uniform and runs his fingers through his hair to fix any imperfections. He thinks about Raine and tonight::
CO_Tucker says:
COM: We are.... damaged and a little out of it, but intact.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
<McDuff> ::takes a step back and heaves the EO easily onto the deck... since he's a Brikar::
USS_Feldman says:
@COM: Geneva: do you require assistance then Captain?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: Lt. Chapu`...?  Come in.
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Propulsion still on line?
MO_Cailand says:
::presses a hypospray to the CTO's neck, to hopefully assist in whatever mental distress there may be::
EO_Chapu says:
McDuff :  Wooooha. Thanks, McDuff.
CO_Tucker says:
COM: Feldman: Standby.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Aye sir, we still have impulse and warp systems up.
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  I'm here.  I'm all right.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
<McDuff> ::brushes Chapu` lightly, not wanting to pound him to the ground with his strength::  EO: Next time.. You might want to put some superglue in those boots of yours.
USS_Feldman says:
@COM: Geneva: of course..
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::With the shot it causes him to relax and not struggle as much::
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to the MO, holding the hypospray needed for the CTO:: MO: Ensign Berlin informed me of what occurred while I was gone.
CO_Tucker says:
COM: Feldman:  I think we can limp back in, but an escort would be appreciated.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: Shall I take us back to Starbase 245?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: That is good to hear.  I'm reading a fluctuation in power reading output station 163.  But I don't think it’s anything major.
EO_Chapu says:
McDuff:  :: laughs ::  Maybe.  Or maybe put some force fields over there.
MO_Cailand says:
::straightens up to look at the CMO, biting her betazoid temper back hard.....:: CMO: May I ask what he stated?
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Lay in a course and engage at best possible safe speed.
USS_Feldman says:
@COM: Geneva: very well.. We will be right behind you.. If you require further assistance let me know.. And captain it's good to see your well
AFCO_Scott says:
::plots the course:: CO: Aye sir, with pleasure.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
<McDuff> ::nods::  EO: That is a good idea.  Or other safety restraining devices.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Well Captain if you can excuse me I'd like to see how the crew is doing now that our adventure is over, with your permission.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: We're heading towards starbase 245.  Estimate the amount of repairs that need to be done.. We’ll do them when we get to the starbase.
CMO_Tunik says:
::frowns slightly:: MO: She... Ms. Berlin, stated that she was uncertain of what medication was needed. But, she used logic to determine which to use. However, her logic was flawed... and Mr. Asmodeius became ill.
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  Station 163?  We usually have no trouble with that one?
AFCO_Scott says:
::taps the warp drive and takes the ship to warp 8::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: By all means.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: We do now, Lt.  Must have been the storms.
AFCO_Scott says:
CO: We are maintaining at warp 6 back to the starbase.
EO_Chapu says:
:: returns the ship to Starfleet regulations ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Nods to CO and goes and enters TL::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: What have you injected?
CO_Tucker says:
AFCO: Very good.
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Deck 5 please.
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO: Good work in Engineering Lt.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Arrives on Deck 5 and makes way to SB::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Into Mr. Asmodeius. I need to know before I inject him with, what he needs.
MO_Cailand says:
::blinks, deciding to not mention the first medicine that was brought forth by Berlin:: CMO: Only Citilin- the medicine brought to me by Berlin.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Wasn't me, sir.  Lt. Chapu` organized the work.. and took charge.  He should be the one congratulated.  ::smiles::  It's officers like him that makes my job easy.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Entering SB he sees who he came to see::
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO: Then give him my thanks.
EO_Chapu says:
:: After that, he takes a look at Section 163 and starts repairing it ::
CNS_Bauer says:
MO: Ens. Cailand? Are you busy?
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the MO closely:: MO: Okay. ::injects the CTO with Thorpinozine::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Will do, Captain.  ::returns her attention to her station for a bit.::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: He will need 3ccs of this every 4 hours. Only for one more day however.
CO_Tucker says:
XO: You have the bridge Commander; I will be in my Ready Room.
CNS_Bauer says:
MO: Just wondering, would you like me to meet you at your quarters or meet in the lounge and also what time is good for you?
MO_Cailand says:
::turns her head slowly to meet the CNS's eyes:: CNS: I shall be with you momentarily.....
CO_Tucker says:
::Gets up and walks to the RR::
MO_Cailand says:
::turns her head back to the CMO and nods:: CMO: Understood.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::As the medicine is injected he finds he is able to defeat the creature, while in reality he begins to breathe easier and becomes completely relaxed::
CO_Tucker says:
::Takes a seat behind his desk::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::taps her console and runs a few diagnostics... while returning environmental control to normal, and re-reroutes power back to normal distribution. ::
AFCO_Scott says:
::estimates they will be home soon::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Cool, he thinks she is a bit frosty even::
XO_Eden says:
::Sighs and scoots over to the command chair ready to compose a report::
CO_Tucker says:
*MO*:  Doctor, I would like to see you in my Ready Room when you have a moment.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Nothing big in that section . . . just a little problem with the gel-pack ::
MO_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow, suddenly being talked to by everyone at once::
AFCO_Scott says:
XO: It won't be long now ma'am. ::smiles::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Go see the captain.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::shuts her stations down::  XO: Permission to leave the bridge.  I would like to begin repairs.
MO_Cailand says:
CNS: Meeting in the lounge would perhaps be the best......
CNS_Bauer says:
::Well your busy maybe another night would be better I'll go now::
MO_Cailand says:
CMO: Doctor, may I attend to what the CO requires of me?
CMO_Tunik says:
*CO*: Ensign Cailand is on her way.
MO_Cailand says:
*CO*: I am on my way Captain. 
XO_Eden says:
ACEO: Granted Lieutenant.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::nods to the XO and then steps into the TL::  TL: Engineering.  ::smiles a bit as the door close::
CNS_Bauer says:
::exits sickbay::
MO_Cailand says:
::nods and turns, walking regally to the door::
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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